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Project Origins

2016 - Faculty member approached library
o  American Counseling Association (ACA) journal articles
o  Full-text, 17 year span

 2017 – Library partners with research team
o  Use of “social class” & “socioeconomic status” in articles



From Steal Like an 
Artist by Austin Kleon

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The six step life of a project from Austin Kleon's book Steal Like an Artist. Step 1 - This is the best idea ever; Step 2 - Ok, this is harder than I thought, Step 3 - This is gonna take some work; Step 4 - This sucks - and it's boring; Step 5 - Dark Night of the Soul; Step 6 - It will be good to finish this because I'll learn something for next time; Step 6 - It's done and it sucks, but it is not as bad as I thought.



Does Marquette Have It?

Library journal content access inconsistent
o Some through direct subscription
o Some through content aggregators
o Some were open access



Negotiating Access

Access to 6 Wiley Journals
o Negotiated limited access license agreement 
o Restricted access for text data mining only
o Content must be deleted after project ended
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crossref, a not-for-profit association of about 2,000 publishers who represent 4,300 societies and publishers, including both commercial and not-for-profit organizations. Using their CrossRef API, one is able to write code that searches publisher bibliographic metadata, including full-text links if included in the publishers’ metadata. Utilizing the CrossRef API enabled the library team to download the full text PDFs of most of the journals and article the research team sought. For journals whose publishers were not participants in CrossRef, the library team bulk downloaded the full text article PDFs of each year of a journal from Marquette’s aggregator, either ProQuest or EBSCOHost. Once the library team had downloaded the 6,000 articles, the next step was to begin text mining. However, the team quickly discovered that plug and play tools like Voyant were not able to produce the results the research team needed. In the case of Voyant, there were too many keywords to search and the software was not able to produce usable results. The library team began to explore other options including programming languages Python and R, both commonly used in text mining. Though the library team lacked experience with Python and computer programming, one of the team members became familiar with Python and developed the necessary code. Below are the steps we took in the text mining process to go from a full text PDF to a document that could be easily searched with Python against the research team’s keyword list: Converted the PDF to XML using pdfx, a fully-automated PDF-to-XML conversion tool for scientific articles developed by Utopia Systems. In addition to a web interface, the tool also allows you to run it from the command line, allowing one to batch convert PDFs to XML documents.      Used dd, a Unix command line tool, for converting and copying files to convert the file content of the XML document to all lower case. Converting all text to lower case helps to ensure more accurate results when searching for terms as there is less likelihood of the code missing a word because it has a capital letter in it.       The research team was not interested in looking for the keywords in the articles References section. Therefore, we removed the Reference sections from the XML files using the automated advanced find and replace feature in TextWrangler, a text editing software for Mac.       XML documents included the word, class, multiple times as part of their document markup. This was an issue because there were multiple keywords the research team was looking for that included the term class, though multiple instances in which the term did not apply (e.g., classroom, classes per week). To remedy this, the library team utilized TextWrangler to find and replace the term “class” found in the XML code.       With the XML documents converted to all lower case text and stripped of the Reference section and the XML code word class, we began searching the documents against the research team’s keywords list. The keyword list was so large because the researchers were replicating a previous study and believed it was important to use the original researcher’s keyword list (Liu et al., 2004). A Python script was written to search each XML file against the keyword list and if a keyword was found, to pull the 150 characters before and after the keyword. After searching an XML file, a report file was generated and saved.       The generated reports were batch converted from XML files to TXT files and along with the full text PDFs, were uploaded to a Sharepoint site that the research team had access to, enabling them to view the reports and compare the reports to the full text PDF. 



Gather Articles
o CrossRef API to download full text PDFs of most journals.
o Bulk download articles from Marquette’s  aggregator.
  Either ProQuest or EBSCOHost.



Convert Articles

o Convert PDF to XML using pdfx.
o Convert text to lower case using dd.
o Use now BBEdit to remove References section.
o Remove stop words, (i.e. class).



Generate Reports
o  Python script searched XML files against keyword list
  If keyword was found, pulled 150 characters before and 
after keyword 
  Separate report file was created

o  Report files uploaded to research team Sharepoint site.
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Abstract 

We conducted a qualitative, systematic content analysis of articles from 

2 counseling journals (N= 636), Counselor Education and SupeNision and 

Counseling and Values, to understand social class and socioeconomic 

status (SES) term usage and operationalization. Through PRISMA 



Key Takeaways

o Librarians are an important value add.
o Embrace the anxiety, it will turn out okay!
o Need understanding collaborators who #RespectTheProcess.
o Managerial support is vital.
o Document, document, then document some more.



https://github.com/MarquetteRML/text-mining-script
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